Boost Your Business

Comfort RX™

Mobile Magnum™

Heated System

offers an easy, convenient and affordable way to add low pressure spray polyurethane foam (SPF) weatherization capabilities to your business.

*Comfort RX™ is a division of Fomo Products, Inc.

Features

- **System 8 Handi-Foam® Refillable System** – two-component, quick-cure spray foam provides 1,010 board feet of coverage and has a density of 1.75 lb/ft³
- **Mobile Magnum Cart** – makes the System 8 easy to transport to and around the job site; total weight of cart and tanks is only 300 pounds

Advantages

- Handi-Foam quick-cure, low pressure SPF allows for occupancy after just one hour, as opposed to 24-48 hours for most high pressure systems
- Tanks are refillable—once the tanks are empty, return them to Comfort RX for cleaning, refilling and reuse; a detailed report on returned tanks lets you know if there was any product remaining in the tanks, which is an indicator of improper foam dispensing
- One hundred foot hose allows you to keep the cart outside and reach the attic and basement
- Nitrogen delivery system combined with heated blanket provides superior foam
- Heated blanket draws only 400 watts
- With every set of new tanks you receive a new gun and hose
- Free training is included with every system—2.75 BPI credits with training
- User friendly setup and teardown and low maintenance

Description

Mobile Magnum Starter Kit (#70201) includes Mobile Cart, Heated Wrap, Nitrogen Regulator, A-Side (Red) Pigtail Regulator Hose w/Quick Disconnect, B-Side (Black) Pigtail Regulator Hose w/Quick Disconnect, Refill Tank Pressure Test Gauge, (25) Cone & (25) Fan Nozzles

System 8 Handi-Foam with 100 ft. Hose and Gun

System 8 Handi-Foam with 75 ft. Hose and Gun

System 8 Handi-Foam with 50 ft. Hose and Gun

40 lb. Nitrogen Cylinder (one cylinder required per System 8 kit)

40 lb. Nitrogen Cylinder Refill

Cone Nozzle Replacement

Fan Nozzle Replacement

Optional 25 ft. 110V Heated Hose Warmer (multiple warmers can hook together for up to 100 ft. hose)

Freight (customer pays freight-in on the tanks only)

Unfortunately, changes in manufacturing costs may occasionally cause our published prices to change without notice. We reserve the right to correct typographical or pricing errors. 2/18/15